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All that remains of the first poem I ever wrote
John Grey

Diane
Dian
long hair
eyes as blue as
Diane
Di
fairy’s song
D
Diane
o’er fields
Dian
thou art
my gay fond
come hither Di

roses

daffodils
clothed in green
I am a
my joy
beautiful Dia

gratify my desire
got
not.
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Blue white gold
S. B. Borgersen

Author’s note.
This story is told in chunks (micro chapters) with a feeling of rapid narration. I found I’d subconsciously held my breath while writing each one at speed.
I was unaware of this until near the end when it begins to slow. Yes, I was
quite surprised.
SBB 2020

1.
Gavin opens his eyes but doesn’t see the blueness of the sky, doesn’t leap
from his bed to face the day, instead he rolls over and thinks about his life, a
life he never wanted, even as a child he would wail, ‘I didn’t ask to be born,’
as most children did and then got on with things and that’s what he’s telling
himself now, as he has done every morning as long as he can remember, ‘I’ve just
got to get on with things, but what things,’ he wonders, ‘should I wash and wax
the car, after all it is Sunday’ but the car hasn’t been used for weeks now,
Gavin just can’t be bothered to look for the keys and he reckons Alice must’ve
hidden them somewhere as she probably knows what he’d do if he could drive to
the edge of the cliff at full speed and forget all about brakes, and say to himself while he was doing it, ‘that’ll teach them all to be nonchalant about life,
about my life in particular,’ but he can’t find them — that’s his keys and his
wife — so he tiptoes downstairs in his bare feet, well bare everything really,
carefree for the first time in his life, and makes himself a cup of tea and as
he tastes that first cup of the day he tells himself, ‘that’s good, it ain’t all
bad then.’
2.
Zola opens her eyes but doesn’t see the blueness of the Aegean, doesn’t see
the idyllic view that was there when she dozed off in the golden sunshine an
hour earlier, when she drifted with the soporific lulling of the gentle waves
lapping ashore from the turquoise waters of the cove, doesn’t see because of the
long shadow cast over her, a shadow of someone she feared that she’d come all
this way to avoid, the someone who’d given her just cause to hoppit to the Greek
Island on a cut-price last minute package deal from Gatwick to Symi where the
goats cling to hillsides, chewing at wild garlic among golden windowless homes
5

that are a haunting reminder of WWII when the island was occupied and from which
local people were changed forever but because of their stalwart outlook made a
remarkable recovery and who had freely given Zola solace and shelter from the
oppression of her tormenter, ‘Found you,’ he says and she recognises the voice
of Aristotle and smiles, ‘your coffee and baclava are ready,’ he tells her as
she sits, looks out at the deep blueness of the far horizon realising there is
not a sign of Roger at all.
3.
Ian opens his eyes but doesn’t see the multi-colours of the heavy linen curtains (with William Morris bluer than blue peacocks) draped at the windows of
his mother’s bedroom, neither does he know how he finished up, completely naked,
in the four poster bed that he, apparently, was born in, it seems to him that to
be in his birthday suit in his mum’s bed is probably quite appropriate but then
he wonders who in the hell took his clothes off and btw where the hell are they
— a question for which there are no answers as there is no-one else in the room,
and no-one is answering his calls of, ‘helloooo… is there anyone out there…’ so
he hops across the glorious rich red of the threadbare (yes it is in places)
Persian rug to the window to fling it wide and call out only to find that the
windows have all been bolted shut with one of those modern-day window keys and
so Ian hops back to the bed, which is sumptuous btw and snuggles under the modern-day duvet, gently drifting into one of those afternoon slumbers that are not
like another sleep until a
light tap on the door, which
wasn’t locked btw, and in steps
a waiter (called Myles) with a
silver tray of tea and biscuits, singing, ‘Wakey wakey’
in true Billy Cotton style, at
which Ian sits up, accepts the
tea and is not one bit embarrassed about his naked state or
the fact that he is dunking his
digestives in the Earl Grey.
4.
Roger opens his eyes but
doesn’t see a thing, he stumbles from his bed in the attic
and sees how the world has
turned white in the night – 70
cms according to the faint (or
is it fake?) news he hears
whispering its way from belowto
his
distant
attic
bed,
a
toasted crumpet and a cup of
rosy-lee would be just perfect
is his one thought as he pulls
on the thick white fisherman
socks she knitted for him when
she loved him and when he loved
her – the only things he has
left to remind him of that
other life when he and Zola
curled up in their big bed together like fiddlehead ferns in
the spring ready to uncoil and
face a day of joy and wonderful
happenings — but it was his
fault he supposes that she uncoiled one day and walked out
6

the door and never came back — and his fault that he has spent every uncoiled
waking hour trying to find her — to track her down — to ‘talk it through’ like
the internet has told him to do — but he guesses this is a lost cause now and
that if she is out in this storm with the gales and the ice and snow there is
little chance she’d be found alive anyway, but is that thev aroma of toasting
crumpets he asks himself, pulling on a red tartan dressing gown that once belonged to some other poor outcast bugger and pads his way in the thick off-white
socks down to the roomy pink and white kitchen with the giant table sporting
blue and white striped plates on its sparkling white table cloth and Rick says
‘sit down old buddy, I’ve made your favourite’ and together they look out at the
whiteness of the world both thinking it is washing them clean of all the worries
of the past and clink their big blue enamel mugs with a ‘cheers buddy’ while
letting melted butter from the piping hot crumpets trickle down their unshaven
chins.
5.
Aristotle opens his eyes and doesn’t see his wonderful country’s blue and
white flag or the gold dome of Ayios Andreas but that’s because the sun is so
bright all he sees are black dots which means he completely misses the crocodile
of weary tourists heading to his bar, and he should know better for it is 4
o’clock, the time the tour bus gets in from Rhodos, he has no idea what the
stalker Roger looks like even though Zola has described him as a gorilla with
blue eyes and he doesn’t know what that’s supposed to mean either but he knows
Zola needs protection and while he has been napping under the date palm he has
not been super-attentive as he promised himself (and her), however, as he
rouses, pulls his baggy shorts up over his belly and tightens his belt he feels
positive about his life and can’t see how anyone can put a spanner in his works,
(that’s a saying that Zola has taught him), and makes his way to his beachside
bar before the tourists find it and where he makes Zola’s coffee in a copper
briki, pours its dark pungency into a tiny white cup, pours iced water into a
tall glass and then watches the golden glints of the Metaxa as he pours it into
a brandy glass, hears the crispy chunk as it hits the ice cubes and with a
squirt of underarm deodorant in all the appropriate places, bristles his moustache, fixes his smile and makes his way, with the tray, to the cove and Zola —
he had no premonition that she would not be there — he had no forethought that
she wouldn’t stick to her routine, to their plan and without spilling a drop of
coffee, water or brandy he hightails it back to his bar to find her sitting on
one of his barstools in a white jump-suit with white slingback sandals smoking a
cigarette in a gold cigarette holder, ‘Thought I’d surprise you this time,’ she
says and as Aristotle’s heart stops thumping, he slides the tray before her then
smiles at the plethora of tourists also waiting and says, ‘Yes please, you like
drink?’
6.
Alice opens her eyes but sees none of the golden glory she saw in her mind’s
eye in those limbo moments before fully waking. All she sees now is stuff that
needs fixing. Why she bought a chateau in France she has no idea other than
she’d watched one episode of a TV show where everything looked more glamorous
than she could have hoped. And the price — how could she resist? But how can she
fix the monstrosity (because that’s how she sees it now)? She stretches her long
slim brown legs, slips her painted toes into pink fluffy mules, wraps her
turquoise silk robe (the one with the embroidered scarlet dragon on the back)
around her slender shoulders and makes her way down the grand staircase to the
over-rated antique kitchen with its rusty taps and cobwebby windows.
She longs for tea. Even coffee would suffice now, but there is no water. A
plumber is due at 8 and she wonders what time-keeping is like in this part of
the world. No sooner has she had the thought when she sees him coming down the
long driveway in an antique azure blue van with S. Jacques Plombier in gold
scroll along the side and she takes a deep breath.
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Over coffee (yes, he brought that with him in a very continental looking
stainless steel thermos) they talk of all things except plumbing. They talk of
wine and music and history. His name is Sasha and he is the direct opposite of
Gavin. He is dark with deep brown eyes Before he leaves he says in his exotic
English, ‘I will come back later and help you fix everything. Au revoir, I will
return.’
7.
The young man who brought coffee
in his blue plumber’s van
has a name like a girl’s
and dark glossy tumbling curls.
He talks about his mother’s love
for a French singer of romance
he stirs his coffee slowly
silver spoons overflow with honey.
When he left he left behind circle
stains — brown rings from coffee cups
circles linking chains in loops
along with sticky shiny silver spoons.
He did not return in the blue plumber’s van
no longer brought steaming coffee
no longer called her Natasha —
the young man named Sacha.
8.
Natasha screws her eyes closed so she cannot see; if she cannot see maybe
this will not be real. She reaches down between the crisp white hotel room
sheets, under the crisp whiter-than-white plump hotel duvet, becomes aware that
she hasn’t a stitch on, becomes even more aware that there is another naked body
beside her — a hairy male body to boot, and finds his hand. Her fingers explore
his strong fingers until they reach the gold wedding band. Confirming that he is
a married man. It must have been the drink, she must have been off. her.
rocker., must have been right off her head, she reckons. Then slowly the dawn of
realisation happens. Realisation that the party was, in fact, her party. That it
was all about her, and this male person lying beside her in the white hotel room
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with the crisp white bedding that smells of the sea. She takes her hand away
from his and feels for her own left hand — there it is; the gold band on her
finger that symbolises the step she must have taken before she got drunk. She
wonders what his name might be and if she likes him — loves him even. Natasha
opens her eyes to find the room is very blue — not the white of her mind (although the bedclothes are bright white still) and her bed fellow is the love of
her life who she married just yesterday and they are on a Greek island for their
honey-moon. And she says to herself ‘what the fuck have I done?’
9.
Gavin has an eye-opener and makes up his mind. This will be his blue period.
And for that he must go to Monmartre. That’s in France, right? His preparation
includes a visit to the art shop where he invests in canvasses and paints,
brushes and charcoal. He knows Alice would say, ‘you can buy all that stuff when
you get there you know,’ but right now Alice is not in his head and for once he
needs to do his own thing. And this will be it. He will be rich and famous with
art exhibitions in London, Paris, New York and Madrid. He can see it now, see
the posters, see the adverts: Gavin Wardrop’s Blue Period with every and all the
shades of blue like the surface of the sea blended with something akin to those
old water-marked marbled ‘inside the covers’ of antique books. The posters will
make people’s mouths water. And with that he decides that Montmartre and the
Left Bank of the Seine will not be blue enough so he heads straight from the art
shop to the travel agent’s to buy a ticket to a Greek Island on Friday.
On his way home he stops and sits outside a coffee shop in the precinct. He
sips and thinks about what he has done and what he will do. And none of this involves Alice.
10.
‘In the history of art, only three colours were of real importance: blue and
white and gold,’ spouts the narrator of the documentary. Natasha drowses through
the programme but mutters, ‘Gold is not a colour, idiot,’ to the TV. She turns,
in the ornate four-poster in one of the many bedrooms at her chateau and watches
the gentle soul snoozing beside her, runs her fingers through his curls. She’s
pleased she changed her name from Alice. After all, it would never have really
couple-worked with Sacha.
Zola watches the same programme in her hotel room on her blue paradise island, she sips her brandy and whispers to the TV, ‘If you’ve never been here you
don’t know blue, idiot.’ She phones down to Aristotle at the bar and asks him if
he’d like to bring the brandy bottle and join her.
Roger and Rick are curled up together on the lumpy but comfy chintzy sofa, a
fire gently flickering in the cottage grate. They look at each other and roll
their eyes, then down at their matching creamy-white, miniature poodles, Crumpets and Buttered, who jump up and snuggle in beside them.
Ian and Myles have the TV playing while they decorate Ian’s mother’s house.
They’ve decided red is the colour trend this year and totally ignore the programme purporting blue white and gold.
And what of Gavin? Why he has made BIG in the world of creativity and is narrating a TV programme about how the three colours, blue, white and gold have
played such a major part in art history.
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[deplatformed]
This work was removed by the editor following discovery
of the author harassing fellow publishers.
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Diagram
William Doreski

This diagram is impossible to follow. A muddle
of squiggles, odd shapes, things linked to other
things for no apparent reason. Not a schematic
because there’s no scheme. not a plat because it
refers to no site. Not a military plan because no
lines of battle, no plotted trenches or fields of
fire—only a tangle of scratches like Brer Rabbit’s
bramble patch. I found this diagram at the
municipal landfill. Someone had spiked it on a jut
of rusty metal. Being the village idiot, of course
I had to take it home and try to read it. The
geometry it propounds is non-Euclidean. the warped
mathematical symbols may refer to topology or
Boolean algebra. Or maybe they’re hieroglyphs of
some alien civilization. Or maybe this is a mess of
runes from a Viking expedition that ran aground
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eight centuries ago and
camped beside our local
fjord. I close my eyes and
run my fingertips across
the paper. I imagine I
feel a flow of holography
struggling to tell me
something fresh. But when
I open my eyes I see I’ve
traced a figure: a mask of
useless and rumpled scrawl
to paper over my face in
the last gasp of decay.

Divided Life
John Zerzan

In Greek myths we find figures like
Daedalus, Medea, Jason and Hephaestus
who had miraculous powers to project
utopian technological possibilities.
Adrienne Mayor's Gods and Robots:
Myths, Machines, and Ancient Dreams of
Technology1 is a very good resource
here. Hard to miss the parallels with
the present, as technology is touted
as what can save us, heal us, secure
our future and that of the planet.
The seeds of such mythic fantasy
figures were planted well before Greek
civilization. It is important to see
the foundation of such thinking as a
function, at base, of the most primary
of social institutions: division of
labor.
With division of labor or
specialization, a reconstitution of
human existence is set in motion Its
development, very slow at first,
enabled the quantum leap to
domestication. Specialists, spiritual
and otherwise, introduced
differentials of authority, leading to
the full-blown control ethos of
domestication.
Collective, cooperative relations
become distorted by division of labor,
and community begins its long decline.
Specialization requires exchange, not
always reciprocal. The ethos of
sharing, hallmark of pre-civilization
band society, faces the challenge of a
different direction for society. Tools
and the autonomy they represent are
ultimately overtaken by systems of
technology, which require management.
Stepping further back for a moment,
it is language that allows for
effective division of labor, for the
1

decisions and coordination it
involves. It is possible, maybe even
likely, that gendering was making its
appearance along with speech. Date(s)
unknown, but probably somewhat
recently in terms of the long span of
the Homo species. That is, for
example, the idea of man as distinct
from that of simply male. Here,
arguably, is the most fundamental
division of labor, the sexual one, the
cultural roles that are assigned by
gender.2
It is with the material reproduction
of society that we find a basic and
graphic ‘case study’ of what division
of labor produces. The increasing
division of labor is the hallmark of
industrial social existence. It
divides and deadens the self – and
society. In this important respect,
technology is not a tool, but a world
and a world view. It is ever more
determining and pervasive; and driven,
as ever, by division of labor.
The young Georg Lukacs, in such
works as Soul and Form and Theory of
the Novel, pointed out the destruction
of individual expression represented
by the division of labor, and a
collapse of community into atomized
and isolated subjects. His contrary
model was the artistic German
craftsman tradition.3 The degradation
of work occupied the likes of William
Morris, John Ruskin, and William
Wordsworth before Lukacs, and of
course many others today, including
poet and novelist Marge Piercy, as
2

Adrienne Mayor, Gods and Robots: Myths,
Machines, and Ancient Dreams of Technology
(Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press,
2018).

3
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Kate Young, Carol Walkowitz and Roslyn
McCullough, Of Marriage and the Market
(London: CSE Books, 1981); Kate Millett,
Sexual Politics (London: Abacus/Sphere,
1972).
Axel Honneth, The Fragmented World of the
Social (Albany NY: State University of New
York Press, 1995), pp. 54, 56.

well as numerous sociologists. Not to
mention the resistance of workers
themselves in every era.
Labor has been progressively denuded
of meaning and has been disastrous to
human dignity. Talcott Parsons, at
least in his early writings, was much
impressed with the continued
opposition to high levels of
differentiation and specialization in
modern society.
But division of labor itself, as we
have seen, predates the past century
or two considerably. In fact, it is at
least as old as civilization. Early
mining, in both Mesopotamia and Egypt,
was conducted via “a minute division
of labor,”4 in Lewis Mumford's words.
Very similar to that of the first

internal disorders.”5 Neither was the
assembly-line-type division of labor a
twentieth century development. Dante,
and Marco Polo in 1260 in Venice saw
warships built and fitted out as they
were moved along a canal with workers
stationed on either side.6
Franz Borkenau's The Transition from
the Feudal to the Bourgeois World View
(1934)7 detected a decisive factor
behind the major shift in
consciousness in the West in the 17th
century. He pointed to a great
extension of division of labor from
about 1600 that introduced the notion
of abstract work. It is easy to see
this as the wind in the sails of
Descartes in that century. The
momentous Cartesian mind-body split

armies in those first civilizations in
the West. And not confined to either
of those realms: when Herodotus
visited Egypt in the fifth century BC,
he witnessed specialism comparable to
that of today. For example, “some
physicians are for the eyes, others
for the head, others for the teeth,
others for the belly, and others for

parallels the disembodiment taking
place vis-a-vis work, in everyday
life. This development and its
philosophical counterpart enabled the
arrival of industrialism in the
eighteenth century. They are its
foundation.

4

5
6

Lewis Mumford, The Myth of the Machine:
Technics and Human Development (New York:
Harcourt, Brace & World, 1967), p. 240.
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Ibid., p. 193.
Richard Donkin, Blood, Sweat and Tears: The
Evolution of Work (New York: W.W. Norton,
2002), p. 144.
English translation. Not published in
English.

Marx saw in the herding of people
into the new factories the creation of
a unified, disciplined proletariat. Of
course, it was actually a Great Leap
Forward in domestication,
pacification, control. Early on, Marx
vehemently opposed division of labor,
the essence of the factory ethos. He
dropped that upon embracing the
Industrial Revolution. In Capital he
admitted that “some crippling of body
and mind is inseparable even from
division of labor in society as a
whole.”8 Marx went so far as to quote
Adam Smith, godfather of the modern
division of labor, in an unflinching
concession as to its cost: “To
subdivide a man is to execute him, if
he deserves the sentence, to
assassinate him if he does not… The
subdivision of labor is the
assassination of a people.”9
For Marx, this pathology must stand
– and be extended. This is the pivotal
move against freedom and health. Now
what is decisive is who is in charge.
As marxist scholar Moishe Postone put
it, regarding the alienation that is
division of labor, “its overcoming
entails its appropriation by people––
rather than its simple abolition.”10
Fellow marxist Andre Gorz endorses the
distinction: “The capitalist division
of labor is the source of all
alienation.”11 With its “appropriation
by people,” that is under a socialist
regime, lies the answer. No alienation
there! Gorz goes on to advocate “new
forms of co-operative management”
rather than “an unconsciously guided
rebellion against the division of
labor.”12
Such ‘unconsciously guided
rebellions’ can be a challenge to
industry and government. Michael
Seidman's Workers Against Work: Labor
in Paris and Barcelona during the
Popular Fronts13 explores this
phenomenon in mid-1930s France and
Spain. Seidman found that resistance
to industrial discipline continued
8
9
10
11
12
13

unabated under leftist management,
despite its new left-wing
appropriation. His book's title speaks
volumes.
Civilization's advance has always
meant more work, and its increasing
control dynamic is centrally achieved
by reducing work skills. There may be
increased political rights and
freedoms, but deskilling renders the
individual more subservient. Even the
semblance of autonomy or selfsufficiency is taken away.
Gone is craft. There's Computer
Aided Design (CAD), Semi-Autonomous
Mason (SAM, robotics), teachers
consigned to drilling students for
standardized tests. Where are
individuality, creativity, the making
of quality things? Handwriting
(cursive) is abandoned in favor of a
life of typing at the computer. The
preponderance of jobs exists in the
service and information sectors,
requiring minimal skills.
But what about all the labor-saving
devices we are blessed with? New
technology creates new ‘needs’. With
the vacuum cleaner, for instance, the
need to have a cleaner house. The
general aversion to dirt, by the way,
has ushered in less robust, less
disease-resistant moderns. ‘Laborsaving’ is a grave misuse. There is
more work along the line, not less.
Both before and after the production
of such a device, the total work
involved – not to mention the assault
on the natural world – is greater.
To return to tools, to abandon
systems of technology, would be
romantic and reactionary, we are told.
“Going back to the spinning wheel is
obviously absurd,” counsels Stephen
Marglin.14 After all, one cannot
question the validity of the mass
production to mass society/culture
trajectory. The more reasonable
approach is “the possibility of
designing computer artifacts in such a
way that using them resembles
craftsmanship,” according to Pelle
Ehn.15 That their use may resemble
craftsmanship? It is their division of
labor production that has defeated
craft and determines society.

Karl Marx, Capital: An Abridged Edition (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 224.
Ibid., p. 225.
Moishe Postone, Time, Labor and Social
Domination (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1993), p. 165.
Andre Gorz, editor, The Division of Labor
(London: Humanities Press, 1976), p. vii.
Ibid., p. 143.
Michael Seidman, Workers Against Work: Labor
in Paris and Barcelona during the Popular
Fronts (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1991).

14 Stephen A. Marglin, "What Do Bosses Do?" in
Review of Radical Political Economics, 6:60
(July 1974), p. 61.
15 Pelle Ehm, Work-Oriented Design of Computer
Artifacts (Stockholm: Arbetslivscentrum,
1988), p. 372.
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There is “no exiting from any currently obtaining technology,” avers Peter
Hershock, evidently avoiding the question as to the nature of its foundation.16
Division of labor's basic role regarding social existence is rarely discussed.
For example, Peter Wagner's A Sociology of Modernity: Liberty and Discipline
(1994)17 does not accord it a mention.
The techno-world and its specializations in every sphere may present itself
as if somehow a global reality that came about as a kind of mutation. But the
motor of this reality has been there all along, and keeps revealing itself.
Where efficiency, for instance, is the highest value of complexifying society,
one asks what is the value of what is actually gained and what is sacrificed.
What is memorable?
VICE (January 7, 2020)18 reports that farmers are buying 40-year-old tractors
that don't have specialized software and thus can be repaired. There is some
urge to reskill, from small-scale craft distilling to handicrafts, and the
acquiring of primitive or earth skills. Small signs, but maybe a kernel of
growing opposition to our divided selves in a divided life-world.

16 Peter D. Hershock, "Turning Away from Technotopia," in Peter D. Hershock, Mariette Stepaniants,
and Roger T. Ames, Technology and Cultural Values (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2000),
p. 593.
17 Peter Wagner, A Sociology of Modernity: Liberty and Discipline (New York: Routledge, 1994).
18 Matthew Gault, "Farmers Are Buying 40-year-old Tractors Because They're Actually Repairable,"
VICE, January 7, 2020.
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Hunting
Susan Carey

I
You are just a girl from the provinces thinking you can study art in the Big
Smoke. Pah! And you had the audacity to throw me in the bin. Now you won’t be
able to find your way back home in this labyrinthine city, because the name of
the station you need to get back to is printed on me. You should have kept me in
your pocket because I like the darkness there, and I like snuggling up against
the scent of Polo mints you gave to your horse back home who misses and needs
you as much as I do. People just chuck their cellophane sandwich wrappers and
Coke cans on top of me as I join the city’s river of flotsam and jetsam. You
will regret abandoning me. Mark my words. Think the A-Z will help you out? The
place you need to find is always right on its pesky crease.
II
We try to dissuade you but we have no option but to pound the streets towards
Paddington. Our hearts sink when we stop outside that dirt-cheap place on the
16

second floor of a building that looked like it should have been demolished in
the previous century. The landlord has greasy strands of dark hair that stick to
his bald patch. His green sweater is stained with gravy. Our heels clicketyclack up the wood-wormy stairs. The man opens the door and stretches out his
arm, palm outwards, as if he is proud of the cracked mirror and the bed with a
candlewick bedspread with a stain the size of Italy and he asks if you are a
nurse because you wear a wide elasticated belt called a cinchy and says that you
could stay rent-free if he may visit you from time to time. We run back down the
stairs leaving the scent of flea-bitten despair behind us. A bus ride and then
we walk up a steep hill in a better part of London. It’s raining, my God is it
raining and we are soaked and stretched so that we get very, very tired and we
cannot protect your feet any longer.
III
Those VD-riddled chaps, the secessionists, inspired my architect. You look at
the relief carving of ivy and lilies on my facade, then peek inside and open my
door. You plonk down on a velvet banquette and a waitress with a white apron
comes over and sets steaming coffee on the table. A cinnamon biscuit balances on
the saucer. My exhaled breath embraces and relaxes you. You look like you could
use a break. I hope you will remember and thank me one day. You unfold the soggy
list of places that you still have to visit. Do come back to me whenever your
student life makes you sad or lonely, and I will nourish you with warmth, soft
seats and coffee so milky that it shouldn’t really bear the beverage’s name.
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I Am
JoAnna Lamb
I am from a silent piano covered in dust
From a silver spoon, and a voodoo doll
I am from a prison where there are no guards
and from shades of grey
I am from a single feather whose courage will feed mine
I am from a unicorn, a scented candle
From Jalus and The Keeper
and from a stutter and a clear glass tube
from right and wrong
I am from secret handshakes
From homemade birthday cakes and bitter olives
From a war fought and lost and from a love denied
I am from a shadow that never left
I am from the moments of the seventh dimension
I am from the voices in my head
From the colours born from sunlight and snowflakes
I am Rainbow
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LIFE
Delia Tramontina

+

ART

Hair in a bandana
for writers who procrastinate
to avoid an
unfortunate connection between
gardens and pubic hair
to tempt failure
I stumbled into
the Astronomical clock’s
unreliable wifi
and economic
Texans sharing the
short stay apartment
A challenge is
threatening to self
esteem not
damp sweaty sandals
for learning an
opportunity
the smokers still
like smoker’s
stomach stings from
nougatty
techno became muzak
waiting for them to turn
an afternoon staying in
the tourist area into
my head smells
lost in the road system
I’m tired of cleaning myself

sutures this mouth kiss
all babies feed off one
empty belly
trains
I’ll crush you all
little army men
perverted Satan that’s
bigger than your
war facade
bubblegum horses for
Trojan
breakfast catapult
a skull as a stopper
serving a peach umbilical cord to
the messiah on Mars with
no eyelids
extra sheepish
reading a penis like tea
leave
breasts like
a telescope opens to
babies with switchblades
in their bonnets scrape
blob-fish into
spun glass and
creepy sausage
in the drawers
of my fat rolls
with bleeding forks
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Mud
Rollo Nye

someday only the
wealthy will have clean
air to breathe – don't
ask me how they'll do it
– but they will – and the

one who invented the way
to do it – will be mightily rewarded – with clean
air – without a fee – for
the remainder of his or
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her life – but as for the
rest – mud – we’ll have
mud.

A Nonentity Symposium
San Lin Tun
Don’t make friends with me. If I say that, people might think that I am an antisocial being. Actually, I am not. I am the one who isn’t flattered
or feared easily. That means that I am not easily
tempted to what you want to maneuver me.
I met several people with much spikes in their
attitudes depending on their governmental ranks,
intelligent levels, or financial plentitudes. Those
people have given me much worldly experiences by
piercing my ego with their sharp spikes. I felt bad
feelings such as anxiety, exasperations, frustrations, despairs, humiliations, isolation, and etc.
So, I keep to myself since then. I have decided
that I will not tolerate those people when I meet
again in my life. I don’t have many friends, but I
am a good friend and companion for those who show
me their honesty, and sincerity. Because of that, I
am not easily trapped in with any vices they like
to put me in. I am not living for gaining glory or
fame.
It’s so true that I will not be
useful to you, and you won’t be benefited from our friendship. I know you
wear a cloak of intelligence over
your countenance which is not impressed me much. But, you like to say
that you will know everything from
any treatises you have read or have
been reading. You like to throw them
or hurl at me when you want to impose
your superiority. I really pity you
because I am not the one who will
take that insult.
I know I have my limited knowledge
which I don’t want to boast or brag
about to anyone. I simply treat people equally and simply not out of
benefits I will get from being
friendship. I am not the ones who use
friendship for personal improvement
or job promotion. I rely on myself. I
live simple, and think ordinary. So,
I need a simple man who can show
goodwill, sincerity and honesty in
human relations.
In friendship, one will have to
find happiness, secured feelings,
trust, honest, and those good human
values. Friendship means mutual respect and mutual understanding. If
one does not have those, it’s not
termed as friendship. It’s just a relationship which only hopes for op-
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portunities from others or
seeking
advantages
over
the ones who are not par
with you.
You think you can outsmart me, but I am not
that stupid. I know what
good mentality means, and
what good human nature is.
I don’t know any diplomacy
employed in communication
and
relationship.
It’s
better you stay away from
me because you will think
I’m rude and uncultured.
But, this is that I just
show my sincere mind, and
I don’t like any pretensions. So, I don’t need
you.

Segment
Sascha Engel

Presently a hand
emerges, left hand, fully
formed, five fingers,
folded around a piece of
rock with a gentleness
that belies its coarse
brown surface. Hair
sprouting on the wrist,
more densely now, blending
into the fur sheltering
the arm to which it belongs, the fingers somewhat stout and thick, with
short, ragged nails visible as the hand clutches
the stone. The hand is relaxed, holding the stone,
meeting a contemplative
gaze from above. A thumb
lies on its top, darkened
further from specks of
dirt carelessly brushed
away brushed away brushed
away... Stuck there... The
remaining fingers clutched
around the back side of
the stone, darker darker
rendering back side, seen
from above, skin lighter
by contrast if not by its
underlying skin tone, invalid render. Sitting
hunched over with legs
crossed, the figure holding the stone in her left
hand scratches her right
breast with the right
hand, then slowly picks up
a second slab of stone lying on the floor to her
right. The light of fire,
from a hearth over there,
illuminates the ragged
features of her face be-

hind the veil of her falling hair, washed in the
river earlier but still somewhat unkempt. Her face
is an image, almost a caricature of rapt attention:
eyes piercing, mouth curled slightly, facial lines
deeply engraved and fully visible, illuminated by
the warm glow of blue warm blue, too hot, invalid
render, red and ochre, partially valid, red and
yellowish, flickering.
- Rendering process complete.
- Testing...
The play of muscles under her skin projects an
interplay of light and shade on her right arm, a
shadow wandering up her body, as she slowly raises
her right hand, gripping the stone in it with reinforced determination. Her left hand is perfectly
still, the ring finger and pinky now retreated behind the stone, thumb gripping it heavily, adding a
white tinge to its brown skin. No shaking... Right
arm raised high, concentration chiseled into her
face, about to make the first strike. The first is
always the most important. The first is always the
most important. This needs to be finely made, the
edges need to fit exactly the image in her mind, in
her mind, in her, render invalid, out of boundary,
they need to be finely tuned, beyond symmetry, one
bold cut after another, fragile cutting edges, not
just functional, like teeth, like claws, but. Is
most important always the first. The first. Most.
Always important. First inspiration and recognition. Science and first. Technology and technology
and. Always, brand, care, always, inspiration. Science and. Most important. Greatest in amount or degree. Consequential earth-shaking monumental.
Earth. Shaking earth, science and. Most. The first
is always. No shaking no shivering no quivering no
dithering no oscillating no. Reset no reset. Attempting reset. Reset failed. Render aborted.
Alright, sure, but “the link between the evolution of tools, including fire provisioning, and the
evolution of the brain is a two-way process, and
thus attempting to determine the first event in a
circular cause-and-effect process is futile.”19
19 Kwang Hyun Ho: “Origins of human intelligence. The chain of
tool-making and brain evolution,” Anthropological Notebooks,
vol. 22 no. 1 (2016), 14.
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Centuries recirculating.
Cyclically aligning. Myth
and method.
“One is left with an
enigma; and there is some
point in emphasizing that
there is here the same
mysterious quality as in
the appearance of life itself.”20
- You know it almost
didn’t make it, right?
- What didn’t?
- Life.
- “Magic displays all
the characteristics of a
technique.”21
- In what way?
- “It leads to efficacy
because it subordinates
the power of the gods to
men, and it secures a predetermined result. It affirms human power in that
it seeks to subordinate
the gods to men, just as
technique serves to cause
nature to obey.”22
Taking it in with daylight, the statuette, by
itself, has few features,
isn't much of a portrait,
as though rendering is incomplete... As though
what? Flies in the head.
Spider webs...
The single eyebrow hangs
low, stocky and straight,
more of a sketch perhaps
than a portrait, the eyes
are sunk deeply or perhaps
closed, carved on either
side of a nose which dominates the face but is
missing its tip, like it
is in the skeleton to the
right, no, not this one,
see the one behind it,
that one, older, passed
beyond this world for
longer than the one for
which the statuette is being made, the stench is
almost gone by now, it's
getting cold again, in
here just as much as everywhere else, the hearths
20 Jacques Ellul: The
Technological Society (NY:
Vintage Books, 1964), 23.
21 Ibid, 24.
22 Ibid.

can preserve the warmth only for so long, but
that's good for the trade, so to speak, it gets
less and less humid too, the rot is rendered less
quickly this way (is what? invalid referential
frame)... A mouth clearly discernible, but closed,
clasped, tight-lipped, one could say, broadly presenting itself as a narrowing of the entire head
around an imaginary line continuing the mouth's
contours, below cheekbones and sunken cheeks, and
finally below just the slightest hint of ears...
The body is schematic, again more of a sketch and
comparatively small, the head is very large, has to
be with these, with the thinkers rather than the
doers... Mammoth teeth and shells forming a necklace for the corpse, clearly this is a high-ranking
one... But that is not part of the statuette, whose
tiny body is barely accentuated, arms and legs and
torso carved out but by the faintest of gestures,
the scarcest of traces of life…
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But in the warm glow of
the fires, of the hearth
to the back left and that
right in front, a glow
that creates a dense interplay of light and
shade, of darkness and,
perhaps, hope, the statuette comes to a life that
is too uncanny to merely
be an effect of the light,
and that is too vivid to
be a rendering error. It's
as though the statuette
was many in one, as though
it harbored, in its silent
presence, an intimidating
multitude of ghastly spirits and ghostly recollections...
As though there emerges,
in the glow of fiery
warmth, to the left side
of the statuette’s head,
or the right if you’re
looking at it from above,
a face of a different
kind, more pronounced in
its features, less severe,
drawn out somewhat lengthier, the mouth presently
protruding like a lion’s
snout, clearly carved out
now in a smile, perhaps
sly, perhaps kind, and an
ear forms over the rounding of the back of the
statuette’s head. Yet the
other, colder side of the
statuette, turned away
from the fire, retains its

austere form, rejects the face emerging to its
left, refuses to engage it. Silently a battle
rages, presently the left eye glows as it shrinks
and finds its place beneath the ear, above the
snout and a full cheek that comes with it, round
and well-intentioned, sturdy and friendly, but now
again the left eye darkens, retreats beneath the
severe brow of a human form reemerging, replacing
the lion, forcing it to retreat into the depths of
imagination, forcing it to return to the shadowy
permutations which may have been...
As though, again, a third figure jousts to the
front, jostles with the other two, rebels against
the severity of the one and the serenity of the
other, but this figure’s difference doesn’t end in
face and head but goes further, much further, rejecting the entire body of the stern human and the
benevolent half-lion, half-human, rejecting it to
replace them with an emergent body, frail and brittle, yet clearly pronounced in its shape... Emerging here is a wild horse, its neck arched, its legs
in fiery motion, so much so that, in the glow, it
seems to be galloping with the freedom of spirit
which all animals have, or rather had, or rather
will have had, in the beginning of the render or
perhaps by its end... Here is not a stocky beast of
burden with its head hung in misery but a gracious
creature, wild and feral, its eyes and nose and
mouth barely carved out, barely noticeable by a
single line running across the sides of its face,
but that’s irrelevant, isn’t it, its body does the
talking, its spirit, its...
And the battle rages on, breaking from the
depths of night into the light of day, now lion
man, now wild horse, now human, unruly spirits, undue renderings, uncouth imagination, untamed narrative, what text runs through this, what are these
scattered fragments of syntax floating around,
where do they go from here, where do you fit in...
- Divide and conquer. Cheap victory?
- Then again, why not?
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Sipping the Night with Tom
Thomas M. McDade
I light another cigarette, a Camel. I try to choose gutter stubs with the
complete brand name showing but sometimes trying is dying. Most of the time, I
have to imagine the letters. The Pulitzers and Nobels are lipstick smeared.
My old friend Trigs hired me to push this broom. I pray for a miracle to unweave his war-tangled hand. In the corner where I often nap on a pallet, I
reach on tiptoes to fetch a Bayer Aspirin bottle from an ancient knothole, Early
Times Whisky that I drank to sweeten my words way back then. “Chastity” scribbled on its adhesive tape label. Six others are scattered among the timbers.
They bear the names of the remaining Virtues. I don’t recall why I picked this
septet over Wonders, Dwarves, or Continents. I might have started out with the
Deadly Sins but that crew cascaded recall that could lead to crime, heroin or
suicide.
The pre punching-in Christian Brothers Wine has lost its kick. Even if there
were an eighth Virtue to swallow, I would not be blotto. The seven will float
me. On the eighth hour I will rest, be dry and perky for the approaching day
shift bosses and efficiency experts.
Seven cruets of booze in the walls, seven cruets of booze
If one of those should happen to fall
Oh, shit
I whiff Chastity before swallowing. I recite the opening of a poem I memorized my junior year of high school. When called on to recite, I screwed it up
majestically. The embarrassment ended my education. Every night it’s right as if
a recording.
And as the smart ship grew
In stature, grace and hue
In shadowy silent distance
Grew the Iceberg too
While I played around in Joseph’s
Sawdust, the dogwood grew
To fit this angry Son
Tommy Hardy, Tom Hardy, Thomas Hardy, T. Hardy
A smoke, Pall Mall, just the second ells are missing –slack cut for Mama!
No now, only past tucked away like a forgotten family album. Pain relieving
cruets keep the iceberg stumpy and in the has-been pit. Spread beach sand on
this weary floor. I’m sick of propelling lint, bad for a body to be constantly
pushing but might back into a forklift while pulling. The time clock clucks
away. If minutes kept up with the noise, shifts would half themselves.
Maybe the college boy who used to sit out back playing guitar and singing
folk songs will return. How long ago is that? Will a younger brother fill his
sandals? Trigs nagged him about safe and proper footwear.
Remember me to one who lives there
She once was a true love of mine
Like a locomotive hooking a boxcar, slam. I find another guitar player.
Drunk, he’s lotus on his bunk, strumming away, wrapped in a beach towel singing
of a Kansas reaper that claimed a toe, mad actor on a Look Homeward Angel stage.
A legendary drinker in responsible riot, ghost hymns. Stealing the hymnbooks
from the country church pews was my idea. Perhaps this virtuous night will
transfer him here.
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There are times I don’t do the past justice. Maybe it doesn’t do me justice.
Ten minutes until the first hour is gone. Once more trek around the floor and I
will taste again.
A Lucky Strike; the ‘rike’ burned at the stake: more slack Lucky Saint, Saint
Lucky, Lucky Street, Straitjacket, what the hell.
“Louise, please try to find something about a janitor in the Psalms.” She
brushes thread from her curly hair
“No sweat.”
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“I have eaten ashes like bread and mingled my drink with weeping.”
“Where’s the janitor?”
“He’s standing before me ashen drunk.”
“Just trying to make conversation, life’s tough enough.”
“Booze will make it tough as galosh soles.”
“May God and his Saints bless you Louise.”
She pulls a small New Testament from a shopping bag. “Take this; it will
guide you through our night.”
Louise, forgive me the hymnal theft.
It takes me five minutes past the hour to locate the irony drink, Temperance.
It burns my throat as if punishment merely for tardiness.
The rain is Tess, the fire’s Joad and the wind they call Maria. I do miss
that folk boy.
My hair is thinning but my gut is flat. Carefully the Temperance returns to
its hiding place. All is under control. I’ll leave the New Testament on a bus
seat. The cotton dust attacks my Dentyne alibi gum. Think of the cotton plugging a new aspirin bottle on your tongue.
Oh, when those cotton balls get rotten, you can’t pick very much cotton, in
those old cotton fields back home.
“We are slaves, Louise. The cotton dust clogs our brains and we don’t recognize the plantation for the weevils.” She shakes her head while adjusting yarn
on her knitting machine web. She says she can’t listen to slavery talk from no
drunken white boy or a sober version.
In an Amen corner, I nearly topple; Tommy Hardy catches me.
Or sign that they were bent
By paths coincident
On being anon twin halves of one august event
The folk singer said a boy in a book named Holden would have liked to talk
with Tommy Hardy. His name was Holden Caulfield. He was fond of a character in
a Hardy book named Eustacia. I will give that name to the silver cat.
Charity goes, and off schedule, Diligence. Waltzing myself to the open loading dock door I remember a tune, “Arthur Murray taught me to dance in a hurry.”
Listen up night, I have tasted the Atlantic and rescued souls drenched in fear
and insolence. The moon reflects on the river. Two feral cats, Eustacia and
gold are my audience. Tomorrow they will get Sunkist Tuna.
Trigs takes my arm and looks into my eyes. “Be cool, friend, be cool, maintain a clear sweeping course.”
The caterer’s truck arrives and Trigs brings me a large black coffee. I introduce the Patience, Kindness and Humility trio to the murky caffeine. My consumption schedule is off again but good enough for this confluence, and not as
catastrophic as the meeting of the Titanic and the iceberg.
September, I will remember
Shift over I walk up Berry Springs Hill, bottles jingle and jangle in the
pockets of my fatigue jacket left behind in the dye rooms by a troubled soul who
mixed his drugs and died. I’m a troubadour. Off to the side of the road are
woods where red-winged blackbirds rule. I visit once a month. I’ve never
strayed from my generous Folk Boy gift rule, once twelve joints in a small metal
box that locks and lives under a rock. Kid rolled them special for me, weed for
a year, beautiful penmanship, APRIL 15, 1912 perfectly written on each, this is
the last; compassionate Trigs, hire some hippies – don’t matter if they can
sing.
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Yippie Vs Yuppie
Leah Mueller
“Are you a member of the counterculture?” I stood in front of the Heartland Café bulletin board and pondered,
but not for long. No doubt about it—I
fit the bill. I lived in a Rogers Park
studio apartment with no furniture except a couple of chairs and a futon. I
didn’t have a checking account, so I
paid cash for everything. My currency
consisted of quarters. Paper bills
were a luxury.
Shifting from one foot to the other,
I continued reading the tattered
flyer: “Yippie Vs Yuppie: Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin debate on the Phil
Donahue Show. You can be in the WGN
studio audience absolutely FREE. October 1, 1984. Call now for tickets.”
A dented pay phone hung beside the
bulletin board. It was my lifeline to
the world, since I couldn’t afford a
telephone. October 1st was less than

four weeks away. I fished in my purse
and found a quarter at the bottom. In
“Steal This Book”, Hoffman had detailed how a person could substitute a
penny for a nickel in a pay phone, but
now it was too late. I’d have to spend
twenty-five cents to call the television studio. Goddamned inflation.
A woman answered on the second ring.
“Are you a member of the counterculture?” She sounded excited.
I didn’t know if I should offer
credentials, perhaps an account of my
daily marijuana use. “Well, yeah,” I
said in a halting voice. “I’ve been
one my whole life. My parents and I
picketed the Museum of Science and Industry back in the 60s. Biggest antiwar protest in Chicago’s history, until the Democratic National Convention.”
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My stepfather had almost gotten into
a fistfight with another protester.
They’d both coveted the same parking
spot. I knew better than to share this
with the TV lady, however. I really
wanted to see Abbie and Jerry and
didn’t want to jeopardize my chances.
“Perfect!” she gushed. “How many tickets do you want?”
“I’ll take two.” My voice trembled
for a moment. I didn’t know whether
any of my friends would accompany me
on such a bizarre excursion. A couple
of them planned to vote for Reagan.
Fucking idiots. “Will you mail them to
me?”
“No, just pick them up at the studio
half an hour before showtime,” the
woman replied. “We begin promptly at
9:00 AM. Don’t be late, or you’ll miss
out.”
I gave her my name and hung up,
feeling thrilled. Though I had no use
for Jerry, I loved Abbie and couldn’t
wait to see him tear his former compatriot to bits. Yuppies epitomized everything I hated about life in 1980s
America.
The month passed quickly. My exboyfriend Alec crashed in my apartment
during the last week of September. He
showed up at my door one night, shitfaced, carrying a paper bag filled
with Johnny Cash cassettes. I figured
Alec would be a good candidate for the
Donahue audience, but when October 1st
finally arrived, he was too hung over
to leave my futon. “Tell me how it
goes,” he croaked from the floor.
I pulled on a pair of Army/Navy surplus overalls and stormed out of my
studio in disgust. Ten minutes later,
I hopped aboard a southbound train and
headed towards the Loop. To hell with
Alec. He never wanted to do anything
except drink. Besides, I liked solo
adventures. They gave me the chance to
do whatever I wanted, unencumbered by
another person’s whims.
I disembarked at the Monroe stop and
climbed upstairs towards the street.
WGN’s slate-gray facade loomed in
front of me. Yanking open the front
door, I wandered into the building.
The cavernous hallway overflowed with
yuppies. Three-piece-suited men and
women rushed in all directions, carrying leather briefcases. Their sense of
purpose terrified me.
Finally, I spotted a long-haired guy
in a tattered Guatemalan shirt. He

smiled at my approach. “Donahue show,
right? They told me to take a left at
the end of this hallway. Come on.”
I hurried along behind him, feeling
like I was caught up in a wind tunnel.
The crowd grew denser and then narrowed, until it finally morphed into a
long line. A middle-aged couple
adorned in matching tie-dyed shirts
stood at the end, fidgeting. Their
pudgy chests bore cartoons of dancing
bears.
Chicago was a tough town for hippies, so it didn’t attract many Deadheads. Grateful Dead fans seemed daft,
and the band’s music left me cold.
Jerry Garcia spent most of his time in
a heroin-induced stupor. Still, I
smiled at the couple as I slid into
place behind them. “I’m looking forward to the debate. Looks like it’s
going to be a great show.”
The guy snorted. “Rubin’s a fucking
sellout. I remember him from the 60s.
Always thought he was a phony. Didn’t
surprise me a bit when he switched
from making pipe bombs to buying
stocks.”
His girlfriend appeared bored, like
she wanted to be elsewhere. She
glanced at her watch and rolled her
eyes with frustration. “It’s 8:37.
This line had better start moving, or
the show will begin without us.” She
stared hard at the set of double doors
at the end of the hallway, as if willing them to open through an act of
telekinesis.
On cue, the doors parted, and we
pushed forward. Our crush of bodies
swarmed the entrance, then fanned out
in several directions towards rows of
waiting seats. I slid into a center
row and stared at the enormous stage.
The sparse setup consisted of two
small podiums, each with an attached
microphone. An overhead banner read,
“Welcome, Yippie Vs Yuppie Audience!”
I had no trouble spotting the other
members of the counterculture. Dressed
in colorful, mismatched clothing, they
carried torn backpacks and copies of
“Steal This Book.” The paying customers appeared somber by comparison.
These folks shuffled around the
aisles; eyes downcast. Finally, they
removed their coats and draped them
across the backs of chairs.
Donahue raced into the front aisle.
He looked more frenetic than I remembered. “Hello, ladies and gentlemen!
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As you know, I’m Phil. Most important
thing is, I want you to be LOUD! If
someone says something you like, you
need to cheer. Let’s practice now!”
The crowd let out a half-assed yelp,
and Phil shook his head. “Louder!” We
emitted an ear-piercing, open-throated
scream, and he smiled. “That’s better.
Now, on the other hand, if someone
says something you don’t like, you
must let the viewers know. Scream
‘BOO’ as loud as you possibly can. Got
that? Let’s hear you boo!”
An impressive “BOO” rose from the
audience. Phil demanded another. Our
ersatz disapproval rose to a
crescendo. The diverse group had
caught on fast. “I think you’re
ready,” Donahue hollered. His pale
face had reddened, and his body
twitched with a weird electricity.
“We’re going to start in ten minutes,

so get comfortable, and enjoy the
show!”
Phil raced offstage, waving his long
arms in circles. The poor man had come
unglued. He seemed much more relaxed
on television. No doubt, it would be
one hell of a show. Feeling a growing
excitement, I reclined in my seat and
waited.
Eight minutes later, the house
lights dimmed, and the stage lit up
with spotlight beams. Donahue returned, grinning. Our host’s previous
expression of panic had disappeared,
and his face radiated benevolence.
“We’re here today to answer the question, ‘Is capitalism the best system
for our nation, or is it the reason
for our problems?’ These two men represent opposite points of view, though
they both started out as 1960s radicals. Today, only one of them identifies with that label.”
Jerry Rubin strode onstage,
clutching a bottle of Perrier.
Raising the container in midair, he grinned at the audience. Sparkling water had become a big part of Jerry’s
ideology. He wore a dark blue
power suit and shiny loafers
with tassels. The yuppie’s
physique looked fit and toned,
like he spent a lot of time
working out at an expensive
gym.
Abbie entered from the opposite end of the stage. He
sported a checkered flannel
shirt and a battered fedora.
Both men had dressed for their
roles. Abbie’s unkempt dark
hair flew in all directions as
he arranged a sheaf of papers
on the podium. His previously
lithe body had grown flabby,
but he didn’t seem to give a
shit. The guy had more important things to think about
than his health.
Donahue introduced the two
adversaries, and the debate
began. With messianic fervor,
Jerry outlined his vision of
Boomer capitalism. “We cut our
political teeth in the
1960s.We can build corporations based on Yippie ideals,
but with a difference. In the
60s, we said that money was
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evil. Now, I don’t go anywhere without
my American Express card!”
The crowd groaned, and Jerry shook
his head. “It’s a joke,” he explained.
Abbie chuckled and rolled his eyes.
“He’s totally serious.” A rumble of
laughter rose from the crowd. Five
minutes into the debate, and they were
already on Team Yippie. Even the
wealthy audience members seemed to favor Abbie. People could spot authenticity, regardless of their politics
or bankbooks.
Jerry continued his spiel. He
sounded earnest, like he truly believed a group of radicals who’d rebelled against their middle-class upbringings would embrace altruism after
achieving six figure incomes. The former radical had experienced a period
of soul-searching during the 70s, and
now realized there was more to life
than revolution. Societal transformation could be better attained through
the restructuring of corporations.
“Our generation lived through the
60s,” he insisted. “We know how to
work together to ensure the best outcome for all. Entrepreneurs like me
are the wave of the future.”
Abbie waited his turn, then tore his
old compatriot’s arguments to shreds.
“First of all, I don’t identify with
any label.” The crowd whooped.
“There’s nothing radical about working
to ensure equality and a high standard
of living for all citizens. That’s the
foundation of a free, democratic nation. Unfortunately, the United
States, as it exists now, is neither
free nor democratic.”
Abbie spoke for a few minutes about
Ronald Reagan, Nicaragua, and the need
for dissent. He detailed the draconian
policies of the current administration
in a loud, strident voice. Despite his
frenzied delivery, Abbie seemed like
the hip uncle I’d always wanted. The
former Yippie had remained politically
active, even while in exile. In contrast, Jerry married a debutante,
ditched his radicalism, and sold his
soul to the corporate devil.
Abbie’s pitch subsided. Jerry leaned
over his podium and wagged his finger.
“That kind of talk was fine for the
60s,” he said, struggling to keep his
voice even. “My friend here would like
to return to those halcyon days, when
our perception of the Enemy was so
simple. Let me tell you, though—money

is not the enemy. Money is a tool of
transformation.”
Phil tapped a couple of buttons on
an enormous switchboard. A grainy image of a younger, more hirsute Jerry
appeared on the overhead screen.
“Jerry Rubin was a guest on my show in
1970,” Donahue said, barely restraining his glee. “He sang a very different tune back then.”
The audience emitted a loud guffaw,
then fell silent. I stared, openmouthed, at the screen. Young Jerry
bounced in his seat like a hyperactive
toddler and waved his hands in the
air. “This is a plastic show, man! And
you’re the epitome of plastic. I don’t
belong here!”
1970 Phil peered at Jerry. His expression was quizzical, like the Yippie was a strange insect. After a moment, Phil tried to interject a question, but Rubin lunged in for the
kill. “Smoke dope! Then you won’t be
so constipated, man. Can you imagine
if everyone in the Pentagon lit up
right now?”
Our television audience erupted in
laughter. A few folks booed, and 1984
Jerry looked disgusted. “Yeah, yeah,”
he said dismissively. “That was a long
time ago. Look, I learned from those
days. Unlike my friend here, I grew
up.” He swept an arm in Abbie’s direction.
Donahue smirked at Rubin. “I’d say
you grew up. You party at Studio 54
now, right? An establishment the old
Jerry might have derided as plastic?”
You had to hand it to Phil. The guy
was pretty clever. Jerry flashed a
nervous smile and mounted his defense.
“It’s a good place for networking. We
get some of the brightest minds in the
city together and talk about how we
can build a system that is equitable
for everyone.”
Abbie rolled his eyes, and the camera panned in his direction. “Sure,
you do. That’s why you told me the
other day that you admired Donald
Trump, although he’s the biggest slumlord in New York.”
Our crowd emitted a loud cheer, and
Jerry looked chastened, but furious.
“I learn something from everyone,” he
insisted. “If a person has a good
idea, I’ll listen to it.”
The debate rumbled on, and the two
men reiterated their opposite visions
of democracy. Jerry continued to as32

sert that capitalism could be used as
a force for good, like a powerful tool
in the correct set of hands. Abbie
claimed that capitalism created
avarice and callous indifference to
the fate of others. I couldn’t believe
the combatants had once been friends
and partners. Was a middle ground even
possible?
Finally, Donahue began to pace the
aisles, searching for audience members
who wanted to speak. Folks lunged from
their seats like jackrabbits and
groped for the microphone. A middleaged man spoke first. “This question
is for Jerry. How much are they paying
you to be on this show? And what do
you plan to do with all that cash?”
Jerry’s eyes grew wide and anxious,
as if he were about to crash into a
wall. He stammered for a moment, then
his tone became confessional. “Well,
I’m not making much money from these
debates. I don’t know what I intend to
do with it.” He shifted from one foot
to the other. “We have a think tank,
as well as a foundation. And our foundation has expenses, like any other
business.”
A young woman grabbed the mic from
Phil. “I also have a question for
Jerry. Why do you drink Perrier if
you’re such a man of the people? Don’t
you know it has arsenic in it?”
Jerry rolled his eyes at her
naivete. He knew how to handle women—
like hysterical shrews with no command
of facts. “First of all, that’s just
not true.” He chuckled. “Secondly, tap
water is bad for you. Everyone knows
that.” He unscrewed his bottle, took a
delicate sip, and placed the container
back on the podium.
God, how I hated Jerry Rubin. What’s
more, no one else seemed to like him,
either. The elderly man on my right
shook his head with disgust. Most
likely, he remembered how insufferable
Rubin was during the 60s and had no
faith in his conversion.
Abbie Hoffman seemed like he’d paid
his dues, but I suspected this was at
least partly a façade. He had been
married twice, and by all accounts,
made both of his wives’ lives a living
hell. They’d supported his ass emotionally and physically, standing by
him even when he had to go into hiding
following an ill-advised cocaine bust.
I’d heard that the Yippie Vs Yuppie
gig was part of a larger tour, and

that both Abbie and Jerry received
thousands of dollars for each appearance. What did they do with all that
money? Both men had large bills to pay
and secret foundations to fund.
I didn’t know if I could formulate
the right words, but I wanted to ask
the two men a hard-hitting question.
Like many Americans, I longed to speak
on television. The desire had been
wired into me since birth. As Phil
dashed past my row, I stretched out a
hand for the mic. “Later,” he hissed.
I’d picked the wrong time to disrupt
Donahue’s frenetic momentum. He scrambled towards the back row and gave the
mic to another woman. She grasped it
in one talon-like, ring-festooned
hand. “Do either of you men intend to
run for political office?”
Jerry gave her a benevolent grin. “I
don’t think they’d have me, frankly.
Not with my past.”
Donahue handed the microphone to a
fourth audience member, then another,
and another. I felt frantic. What if I
didn’t get the chance to speak? Finally, Phil shoved the mic in front of
my face. I gazed into the camera beam,
frozen by the glare. What the fuck was
I going to say?
“Um, I find this debate interesting,” I stammered. “Jerry and Abbie
express opposite points of view, but
they really don’t seem that different.
Both men want to state their case and
alienate everyone who doesn’t agree
with them.”
“Time for a commercial break,” Donahue replied. “Thank you for your
thoughts.”
In a frenzy, he dashed upstage.
“We’ll be right back!”
At least I hadn’t squandered my opportunity. People across the country
had just seen me live on Phil’s show.
I’d only been on TV once before, in a
1979 news broadcast. An ex-boyfriend
and I carried picket signs with the
American Atheists when the Pope visited Chicago. We didn’t hate the Pope,
or even like Madalyn Murray O’Hair. We
did it because it was the most punk
act we could imagine.
Friends asked me for years about the
video, wondering what I had against
Catholicism. My maternal great-grandmother represented the end of a long
line of Irish Roman Catholics. Her
prayer sessions were never complete
without rosary-pounding-on-bed en33

treaties to the Almighty. As a young
child, forced to sleep with her during
visits, I’d witnessed this behavior
many times. I didn’t despise Catholicism, I just thought it was stupid and
vulgar. The religion had ripped off
pagan ideals and watered them down for
the masses.
I didn’t know whether my vague but
abrasive comment about Jerry and Abbie
would rate any better than my faux
demonstration had. I wasn’t even sure
if what I’d said was true. As usual,
I’d uttered the first thing that
popped into my head. This disagreeable
trait often landed me in trouble.
Most of my friends watched Donahue’s
show, even if the guy was an overpaid
jerk. We were Chicagoans, we couldn’t
help ourselves. People would talk
about my appearance, and some of the
commentary was bound to be unpleasant.
Still, I’d given shit to Abbie Hoffman
and Jerry Rubin on live television,
and they hadn’t.
When the program resumed, Phil
thanked both men for their attendance.
He turned towards the audience and
swept his arms in a wide arc, encompassing all beings. “It wouldn’t be
possible without you,” he cried.
The crowd roared approval as the
Yippie Vs Yuppie debate ended the Donahue leg of its tour. House lights il-

luminated, and we rose to our feet.
Some people donned their coats immediately and trudged towards the exit.
Others stood in uncertain clusters,
wondering what would happen if they
stuck around.
Jerry and Abbie remained onstage,
faces impassive. Finally, Donahue
spoke: “If anyone wants to say hello
to these guys, or ask them any questions, please feel free.”
Several of us stumbled forward, almost tripping over each other in our
haste to get to the stage. We stood
beneath Rubin and Hoffman’s feet and
gazed upwards at the two men.
Jerry loomed in front of me, smirking. The weird stage angle made his
diminutive form look enormous. I decided to speak to him first. “Hey
Jerry! I loved “Do It”, man. That book
changed my life.”
Rubin’s body gave a slight twitch,
as if he’d received a minor electric
shock. The former Yippie sneered, set
his jaw and spun around on the heel of
one of his tasseled shoes. Then he
strode from the stage and disappeared
into a swirl of curtains.
Jerry would not be answering more
questions, from me or anyone else. The
man certainly was thin-skinned. No one
seemed to care, fixated as they were
on Abbie. Standing alone on the stage,
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Hoffman looked downright saintly—at
least compared to his former partner.
A few people reached forward to shake
his hand.
I felt bad about comparing Hoffman
to Rubin. Abbie was obviously the superior man, by a long shot. I still
admired the Yippie and felt giddy in
his presence. Despite many obstacles,
he had remained true to his ragtag
version of righteousness.
As I inched closer to my old hero,
he lifted his gaze from the crowd and
glared at me. “You!” he thundered.
“You’re the person I want to talk to.
I’d like to respond to what you said
on the show.”
Mortified, I dropped my eyes to the
floor. Abbie continued, “Look, I understand what you’re saying. I used to
be just like you. Try to work with everyone, and you’ll see what happens.
You can’t do it. Sooner or later, you
have to take a stand.”
I raised my eyes towards his. “Sure,
I get it.” My voice seemed to emanate
from the end of a distant, hollow
tube. “Your words make total sense.
Actually, I just blurted out the first
thing that popped into my head. That
wasn’t what I wanted to ask.”
Abbie looked puzzled. “What did you
want to ask?”
I took a long breath. “Well, seeing
you guys tonight made me feel sad. You
used to be so close. Don’t you ever
want to just hang out and have a beer
and talk about old times?”
My new comment was even more inane
than what I’d said on the show. I
braced myself for a derisive retort.
Instead, the question plunged Abbie
into deep thought. His face became
melancholy, almost wistful. “No, we
don’t, and it IS sad. I hadn’t seen
him for years until this tour. We
don’t have much in common anymore.”
Suddenly, he brightened. “I’d like
to go out for a beer with you, however.”
I stared at him, speechless. Abbie’s
face now looked friendly, open. Instead of moving towards him, however,
I began to drift backwards. Other people pushed ahead, eager to stand before the Yippie’s feet. I was losing
ground fast. If I wanted to return to
the stage, I’d need to shove my way
through a sea of bodies. There was no
way in hell I would debase myself in
this manner.

How could I possibly hold an extended conversation with Abbie Hoffman? He probably discussed Marxist
theory over breakfast, and then moved
on to worker’s rights, Nicaragua and
Socialism. I needed to bone up on history, but I had always been lazy. I’d
spent most of my adulthood getting
stoned and listening to music. I understood enough about politics to know
that assholes always finished first.
Still, my knowledge wasn’t enough to
impress anyone with half a brain.
I left the room, wandered through
the hallway, and returned to the
street. A cluster of countercultural
folks hovered on the sidewalk, talking
animatedly. I spotted the fellow in
the Guatemalan shirt who’d led me
through the studio earlier. He waved
and smiled. “Hey, a bunch of us are
going to Mitchell’s. We’re gonna get
breakfast and chat about the show. You
in?”
I fell into line behind the group as
it shuffled into the restaurant. The
members seemed excited by our collective experience. “Wow, that gave me so
much to think about,” one woman
gushed. “The sheer depth of our government’s corruption shocks me to the
core.”
“I’ve realized for years that capitalism is evil shit,” her male companion replied. His voice sounded confident, as though he really had known
all along. I wasn’t convinced he was
telling the truth, since his raincoat
and shoes looked expensive. He seemed
like a refugee from the yuppie audience who had gone underground to unravel the secrets of the counterculture.
The waitress slid a couple of tables
together, and we settled into our
chairs. I ordered a huge American
breakfast from a bright plastic menu
and waited for my food to arrive. As
our group discussed the show, I
drifted into a pit of silent self-recrimination. Why had I run away? I’d
squandered the chance of a lifetime.
It wasn’t every day I had the chance
to hang out with Abbie Hoffman.
I knew a couple of Loop dive bars
that would have been perfect for a
tryst with the famed Yippie. Though
shy on political knowledge, I still
could’ve shown Abbie a thing or two.
Middle-aged guys were pretty much the
same when it came to attractive young
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women. I knew this from hanging out
with my mother’s aging Bohemian
friends. The encounter would have made
for an interesting story. Something to
tell the grandkids, if I ever had
them.
Instead, another experience to add
to an ever-growing pile of regrets. I
shoveled eggs into my mouth and
glanced at the wall clock. Not even
noon yet. No reason to hurry home.
Alec would be passed out on my futon,
drooling into the fabric. My subway
transfer had long expired. The after-

noon stretched ahead like a vacant
swath of highway.
Abbie had probably forgotten his invitation already. Instead of downing
pints with me, he’d return to his hotel room and catch a few hours of
sleep. In the morning, the two adversaries would travel to their next
venue, and the staged vitriol would
start all over again. Both the Yippie
and the Yuppie needed to pay their
mortgages. The whole goddamned thing
was nothing but bread and circuses.
Perhaps the two men weren’t so different after all.
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An Introduction (to a certain extent)

Everywhere, prototext bursts forth from the
confines of too narrow boxes, genres, rules.
It cannot be tamed. It’s feral and can only be
disseminated.
Strukturriss is a call to arms; it is a call
for prototextual writing. Tearing the structure.
“And universality of the savant. In our
church-if I may be permitted to use for a would not
be equal to a comprehension of the whole. Thence
results, for science as has done hitherto; but
neither do I think it should indulge them too far,
still becomes corrupted. object of all the efforts
of the human mind, will never be fully and
absolutely object of science is the mental
reproduction, as well-considered and systematic as
receive and I give-such is human life.” - Michael
Bakunin, cut up and mangled.
Such writing occurs in the space opened by the
anarchist challenge. It does not follow an
anarchist method, simply because there isn't one;
as many have noted time and again, anarchic thought
cannot be confined to the structures of genre. This
includes ‘anarchism’ itself, its own genre, and
that of ‘politics’. These texts aren’t ‘anarchist’,
but they are anarchic. They’re not ‘political’.
They weave differentiation. Shapeshifting, they
never surrender.
There is no anarchist text, but there can be
an anarchic prototext.
“We can say instead that effectiveness is
reality, that what is real are the connections and
the communities, and that all that is real... is
also present and in the moment.” - Gustav Landauer,
disinterested bystander.
Prototext could be what happens when you cut
up text. But prototext also goes beyond cutting up
text. It manifests in experience: poetic and
prosaic, fragmented and whole, sick and healing,
noisy and quiet. Shifting shape and recognizing no
authority.
“others to slavery matter of boots, I refer to
the authority of the bootmaker; concerning houses,
considerably take down the pride of his licensed
representatives” - Bakunin, still cut up.
Prototext bursts with potential, chuckling
ceaselessly as it affirms the emergence of meaning
at the edge of intelligibility. It is a zone of
emergence, a field left to curate its own becoming.
Prototext is nonhumanist, surrounding what it means
to be human from all sides and challenging its
supremacy. It is anti-authority and accepts neither
the tyranny of content (narrative coherence, happy
endings) nor of formal convention. Prototext is not
‘clear’ and refuses to be, clarity itself being one
of the values it challenges.
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“becomes an
academician, speak,
absolute, even if it were
composed of the most
illustrious men, would
comprehending -such a
society would be a
society, not of men, but
of brutes. It devil take
their counsels, their
directions, and their” Bakunin, recurring, still
mangled.
Jumbled up and
cackling, prototext
retains a certain
syntactical cohesion which
lends it communicative
efficacy, if not the
clarity of conventional
meaning, or indeed
grammar. “It is grammar
that establishes language
as a system... This is how
the perceived world
becomes structured, its
abundance processed and
reduced. The grammar of
every language is a theory
of experience, and more
than that, it’s an
ideology.” - John Zerzan,
in retrograde.
Prototext embraces
antisystemic and
antisystematic writing. It
does not shy away from
brutal and dark writing.
It affirms the void. It
sustains both pure content
and pure form.
“Perhaps after all
there is no message. In
that case one is saved the
trouble of having to
reply.” - John Cage, in
abdication.
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